Get rid of passwords and order secure PKI-based identity cards to your employees.

Based on best practices and long-time expertise in delivering PKI and smart card management solutions, Nexus now offers a service Nexus GO PKI Cards for issuing multi-functional cards. These cards have both a PKI smart chip and a RFID. The service offers the possibility to consolidate corporate access functions on a single employee card including secure access to Windows and buildings and visual identification.

Enterprises are moving to the cloud and the digitalization of the collaboration with customers, partners and citizens opens up new opportunities but also raises the need to protect assets. GO PKI Cards lets you move beyond passwords and other tokens, and delivers a frictionless experience for your end users.

The password problem
User name and password is considered insecure by many organizations. They are simply too easy to predict or crack. Because of these inherent vulnerabilities, many organizations are opting for using a two-factor authentication mechanism such as PKI smart cards.

Sign up and get started with a few clicks
Getting started with PKI cards is often a costly and complex project, which involves training of personnel, setting up and maintaining PKI infrastructures, card management as well as printers and other equipment. This is avoided if you instead order cards as a service.

You quickly get started with Nexus GO PKI Cards by simply filling in the onboarding wizard in Nexus GO.
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Sign up
Register for the service in Nexus GO.

Define your PKI Card
Define your PKI Card in the Nexus GO onboarding wizard.

Verify your card layout
Verify your card layout while Nexus sets up the service for you.

Receive your Starter Kit
Administrator cards, temporary card and card readers.

Set up & test your cards
Set up and test Windows login, verify access function.

You are ready!
You can now start to order your employee cards and accessories.
Card ordering and lifecycle management
Each customer gets access to an easy-to-use web-based card ordering and management tool. The card order is sent directly to the Nexus card production team, which prints and digitally personalizes the cards, and sends them by mail to your organization’s card service desk. The initial PIN codes are sent by email directly to the end users. The card management tool also supports card unblocking, handling temporary cards, and deactivating employees or cards.

Multi-purpose use
PKI cards are a good choice for any organization that wants higher security for Windows login, access to digital resources, secure email and digital signing. The Nexus PKI card is a multi-functional card that also includes RFID technology for integration with physical access to doors, buildings and offices as well as follow-me printing or payment solutions. The card also supports visual identification. In the onboarding process, the customer is requested to select a layout design that includes company logo, colors, fonts, location of photo etc. Nexus GO PKI Cards truly unifies easy deployment, user convenience and high security.

Monthly fee plus price per card
The service is delivered based on a monthly fee, a price per card and a one time setup fee. Every customer receives a free of charge Starter kit that includes administrator cards, temporary cards and card readers**. Using Nexus GO PKI Cards is cost-effective compared to producing your PKI and photo ID cards on premise. In Nexus GO PKI Cards can be ordered in batches or as single cards and there is no additional cost for software licenses, maintenance or support*.

Starter kit:
Nexus Smart ID solutions
Nexus GO PKI Cards is a part of the Nexus Smart ID solutions. The Smart ID solutions include both services (Nexus GO) and on-site installations. If you are interested in PKI cards as an on-site installation please see nexusgroup.com/solutions/nexus-smart-id-solution/ or contact Nexus at contact@nexusgroup.com

Any needed accessories like card readers, lanyards and card holders can be ordered at shop.nexusgroup.com

* Nexus standard support is included.
** Detailed specification on doc.nexusgroup.com